REAL-TIME ONLINE RISK ANALYSIS

As part of Strategic Security’s Overwatch Security Solutions or as a stand-alone service, Strategic’s Threat Watch risk analysis benefits organizations by providing quantitative real-time data to assess risk levels and subsequent level of security or risk mitigation programs to put into place. Leveraging the latest in data mining, analytics and machine learning security operators, Human Resources and compliance groups can cut through the clutter of online chatter to quickly identify corporate threats and insights in real time. This advanced monitoring platform eliminates the false positives of traditional threat intelligence solutions at a fraction of the cost.

Strategic Security delivers a flexible solution to assess risk. Threat Watch provides visibility and insight into both physical and on-line risk across an entire organization. The Threat Watch platform systematically and continually scours: Social Media, dark web, Internet groups as well as news platforms and local law enforcement feeds (local, domestic and national). Incorporating Strategic’s proprietary technologies and the U.S. intelligence agency’s best practices we are able to identify and quantify potential risks and notify clients of potential threats in real time.

Threat intelligence can now be available at all levels of your organization or be limited to key decision makers. When a threat is detected, it is communicated via alert or integrated into existing platforms for seamless situational awareness that provides the broadest possible discovery and evaluation. Early detection of threats helps protect your most crucial assets.

Most organizations relationship with risk is a reactive one. Many times implementing security measures or mitigation plans after the event. With Strategic Security Corp.’s Threat Watch and analysts, organizations can now be proactive and expansive to mitigate risks before they happen. Strategic Security prides ourselves on our desire to not only address any initial security issues, but flexible enough to leverage our diversity; which allows us to anticipate and prevent possible exposures to risk. Pointing out initial security issues, but flexible enough to leverage our diversity; which now be proactive and expansive to mitigate risks before they happen.

Strategic Security’s Threat Watch and
Monitored 24/7/365 by Strategic Intelligence Analysts in Real Time

To learn more visit:
Web: www.sscc tuition.com
Email: info@sscc tuition.com
Call: 888-772-7475 ext 105

PROTECT YOUR EMPLOYEES
- Monitor event or employee targeting
- Be aware of threats against office or facilities from street level crime to organization activity
- Understand executive’s on-line liabilities including business travel.

PROTECT YOUR BRAND
- Proactively monitor brand sentiment on-line
- Understand employee and public viewpoint
- Monitor brand mentions for fraud or counterfeit products

PROTECT PRODUCTS AND IP
- Understand internal threat and potential employee-related risks
- Know if corporate IP address compromised
- Monitor competitors and counterfeit products for violations

PROTECT YOUR LOCATIONS
- Understand possible dangers
- Know about coordinated protests or planned events
- Be aware of dangerous on-line chatter targeting specific locations

TRACK PUBLIC PERCEPTION
- Understand historical sentiment of brand and products
- Know when posting perception changes or if brand has been compromised
- Be aware of meaningful volume changes in postings or social mentions in real time to address issues

DISCOVER INTERNAL THREATS
- Monitor the social impact of disgruntled former employees
- View and address possible labor organization issues by employees
- Cross reference dangerous crime surges with proximity to your location.

SAMPLE CUSTOMER ALERT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat Alert:</th>
<th>Medium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition:</td>
<td>Shooting, Vandalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location:</td>
<td>Wilkins Ave &amp; Brunswick St, Baltimore, MD 21223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from Client:</td>
<td>2.5 miles from 1550 Caton Center Dr, Baltimore, MD 21227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td>There was a shooting and reports of vandalism in the area stemming from police involved shooting at above location. Violent activists to meet up on 6/5/2020 at 3PM at Wilkins Ave &amp; Brunswick St and take back their city by setting fires and looting stores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations:</td>
<td>Prepare for rioting and possible looting of location. Consider boarding windows up, assigning armed security or adding CCTV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This concludes this alert:</td>
<td>BB Ticket #15397 6/2/20 @ 8:40 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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